ABSTRACT
The Argentinian author Silvina Ocampo (1903-1993) left us a vast body of works which are considered outstanding in many ways. In 1960, she published a short story, entitled “El médico encantador” (The Charming Physician), in the renowned literary magazine Sur. The central character of this piece is a family doctor named Albino Morgan, who had a secret truth: in any house he visited, all variety of disease also entered. He brought with him the viruses he disseminated. The narrator of this short story—one of his patients—describes four of Morgan’s diseases. These imaginary neurological conditions allowed Ocampo to explore improbable situations in everyday life.
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If a sufferer from tactile agnosia is given an object familiar to him in daily life, he can indicate that it feels cold and smooth and heavy, but not that it is a coin.

- Cassirer, The Philosophy of Symbolic Forms, vol. 3.

The Argentinian author Silvina Ocampo (1903-1993) (Figure) was born in Buenos Aires. It was there where she devoted herself to writing. Victoria Ocampo, her elder sister, was the founder of the renowned literary magazine Sur. Jorge Luis Borges and Adolfo Bioy Casares collaborated frequently in this magazine. In 1940, Silvina Ocampo and the latter were married. Ocampo masterfully practiced prose, poetry and translation.

Ocampo left us a vast body of works which are considered outstanding in many ways. Her literary quest was directed toward the act of finding meaning for that amorphous aspect of daily life that we often ignore. She shows us the marvelous and the terrible, not as part of the extraordinary incident, but rather of the Augustinian retirement of the very interiority. In her youth, Ocampo studied painting in Paris with Giorgio de Chirico (1888-1978). The influence of this painter is patent in one of her poems entitled “Epístola a Giorgio de Chirico” (Epistle to Giorgio de Chirico), which was included years later in “Poemas de amor desesperado” (Poems of Desperate Love, 1949): “Lo que aún no pintó, para mí existe / con imágenes suyas en mis ojos” (What he had not yet painted, for me it...
The narrator of this short story—one of his pediatric patients—describes four of Morgan’s diseases.

"Colmenares nocturnos" (nocturnal beehives): The present- ing symptoms of this imaginary condition are mild headache and dizziness. The patient then begins to hear a buzzing “similar to that which surrounds and overflows a beehive on hot days”. This buzz can be heard by others (i.e., objective tinnitus). Later in the course of this disease, in the dark, the patient thinks he sees, in shades of violent yellow, a perfectly-drawn honeycomb. This visual hallucination declines when the light is turn on. At the same time, he develops gustatory hallucinations (a taste of honey), which cause him polydipsia. Fever and nightmares begin afterwards. Honey is the common theme of all these nightmares.

"Cromosis tisular" (tissular chromosis): Etymologically, chro- mosis means color disease (from the Greek χρώμα, ‘color’, and the suffix ισος ‘abnormal state’ or ‘disease’). Although not very often, this term has actually been used in clinical medicine, and usually means “pathological pigmentation”. The name of this imaginary condition is a pun since its adjective comes from the French tissulaire, derived, in turn, from tissu ‘tissue’. In Spanish, the latter word means three different things: 1) a fabric’s texture, 2) any material made by weaving, and 3) an aggregate of cells, usually of a particular kind, together with their intercellular substance that form one of the structural materials of a plant or an animal”. The name of this disease therefore has a dual meaning; an abnormal pigmentation of the tissues (in the histopathological sense) and an abnormal pigmentation of any material made by weaving. The latter defi- nition will be critical in the next paragraph.

Both nocturnal beehives and tissular chromosis have insomnia in common. All those suffering from tissular chro- mosis embroidered imaginarily the life of their ancestors in brightly colored wool. “The effort made by them to remem- ber the most tedious details of the lives of people, whom they knew only in photographs, forced them to turn on the lamp to search on the bedside table, as if the gray wool, the brown wool (which was suitable for embroidering this or that pas- sage of a biography), was there.” This effort was preceded by a sharp pain in the stomach, which then left them bedridden.

"Estereognosia insomniac" (insomniac stereognosis): In a later version of this short story, this disease was properly renamed “astereognosia insomniac” (insomniac astereognosis). Although less overwhelming than the previous two, this condition is more uncomfortable. The patient does not recognize objects by touch. The latter symptom only occurs in complete darkness.

In clinical neurology, stereognosis is defined as the per- ception of shape and form of objects via tactile sense without the aid of sight. ‘This word was coined by Heinrich Hoffmann (1819-1891) and it is derived from the Greek στερεός, ‘solid’, and γνώσις, ‘to know’. The term astereognosis (or astereognosia) implies the absence or loss of this perception". Tactile agnosia is another term for astereognosis. In a later condition was first described by Friedrich August Benjamin Puchelt (1784-1856) \([10]\). One of the authors (B.E.) previously reported a case of tactile agnosia with a lesion restricted to the post-central gyrus\([12]\).

Figure. Silvina Ocampo (1903-1993) photographed by Adolfo Bioy Casares (1914-1999) in 1959, one year before the publication of “El médico encantador” (The Charming Physician) in the renowned literary magazine Sur.
"Copia Verborum" ("an abundance of words" in Latin): In a later version of this short story, this disease was renamed "labiagnosis" (gabgnosis?, glibgnosis?). While sometimes annoying, this episodic disorder was not unpleasant, and can occur at any time of day. It begins with a sharp pain in the central forehead and then the patient starts talking incessantly with an imponderable verbal fluency. During all this time, the pain continues. Such spells last about two hours.

The narrator of this short story caught this disease, and also fell in love with it, as did the other patients of Dr. Morgan. By means of this pathological gift-of-the-gab, the narrator won the heart of Dr. Morgan’s fiancée. This charming doctor tried in vain to catch this disease, and then tried to treat the narrator... In the end, the doctor could not win his fiancée back.

For the observer, de Chirico’s work is a strong stimulus to “awake dreams”13. Something similar can happen to Ocampo’s readers. These imaginary neurological conditions allow her to explore improbable situations in everyday life, which could be interpreted as another manifestation of magic realism. She uses these diseases to invoke a series of enigmatic exempla, and what shall I love unless it be the Enigma?
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